Changing Consumer
Needs - Guaranteed
Investment
OVERVIEW
The “Changing Consumer Needs Guaranteed Investment” offers the return potential of companies
whose product and service offerings meet new consumption habits and needs that have emerged since
the start of the global COVID-19 pandemic. This product provides exposure primarily to the
Communications, Consumers Staples, Consumer Discretionary and Industrial sectors. It offers the
potential upside of the stock market with a 100% principal guarantee at maturity.
KEY BENEFITS:
-

No management fees or commissions
100% participation rate – you receive 100% of the gains of the market-linked GIC over the term
up to a maximum rate
Principal 100% guaranteed at maturity
Principal deposits are fully guaranteed by Deposit Guarantee Corporation of Manitoba

HIGHLIGHTS:
-

$5,000 minimum investment
6-year term
Gain paid as interest at maturity
Market Linked Terms are non-redeemable until maturity
Deposits can be made only during the sales period and prior to the contract issue date
The terms and conditions options will outline participation percentage of gain on investment
and if there is a cap rate on the gain.
Potential to earn higher returns linked to a set of stocks as outlined in the terms and conditions
In the event of death prior to maturity; zero gain will be received by the member or the estate
administrator may ask to continue the investment until maturity

THIS INVESTMENT MIGHT BE IDEAL FOR YOU:
Market-Linked GICs fit investors who are seeking both security and returns that are higher than the
more familiar secure investments (GICs, term savings). They offer a 100% capital guarantee and variable
return.
- It offers 100% principal protection
- It offers exposure to the Global Stock market
- If you have an investment horizon of at least 6 years
- If you don’t plan to withdraw your investment prior to maturity
- If you don’t require an annual source of income from the investment
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-

If you want the security of guaranteed principal protection while taking advantage of a higher
growth potential

OVERVIEW OF THE CHANGING CONSUMER NEEDS GUARANTEED INVESTMENT
The Changing Consumer Needs Guaranteed Investment offers exposure to a diversified group of large
and well-known Global companies across several sectors.
BASKET OF SECURITIES
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CHANGING CONSUMER NEEDS BASKET PERFORMANCE BY YEAR

HOW ARE THE RETURNS CALCULATED?
Between the issue date and the maturity date, the return is determined as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Removing the five (5) best-performing securities
Removing the five (5) weakest performing securities
The average price change of the remaining 10 securities that make up the basket.
This fluctuation is multiplied by the participate rate and grows to a maximum rate of return as
disclosed in the investment agreement.

To reduce the effect of a potential market pullback, we factor in the average of the monthly price
readings during the last three months of the term.
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This investment does not entitle the holder to dividend paid by the companies in the portfolio.
Investment returns are not affected by exchange rate fluctuations, even if the prices are denominated in
foreign currencies.
For full details on how the return is calculated, please read the Investment Agreement.
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